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ABSTRACT"

Liquid" hydrogen has been classed as a high energy 'fuel for rocket

propulsion. A survey of the latest technical literature was made and,

the information compiled in a form which discusses the value of this

- fuel in propellant combinations. Thermodynamic performance, payload

comparisons, advantages, disadvantages, problem, and relative merits

of respective comb.inations and systemi are presented. A discussion of

rocket performance parameters is included as a basis for a more complete

understanding of the information presented in the abovd-mentioned areas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The liquid propellant rocker is, and promises to Temain for some

time to come, the principal propulsion device for space exploration.

The nuclear rocket, basically a liquid propellant'rocket but with

kinetic energy indirectly obtained from nuclear rather than by chemical

reaction, is today several years fe rom becoming an 6perational flight

system. The scheme of electrical propulsion, although having exceptional

merit for use in deep space, does not produce the required thrust to

overcome strong gravitational fields; therefore, there is a dependence

upon some method of izzertion into this space environment. The large

solid chemical rocket booster has relatively low development costs and

is by comparison with its liquid counter-part, considered simple and

reliable. However, when large velocity increments and a variety of

missions are required, the superior performance and operational flexi-

bility of the liquid propellant rocket system generally prevail.

In order to meet the requirements and future responsibilities

of both military and large space boosters' considerable research and

development is being carried out in the handling the utilization of

powerful liq.id fuels and oxidizers. in the field of cryogenics

great strides have been made and are being forecast using liquid

hydrogen as tht fuel and either liquid oxygen or liquid fluorine as

the oxidizer.

The element hydrogen has long been recognized as a rocket fuel

with outstanding thermodynamic performance characteristics. Its high

heat of reaction with all oxidizers, combined with che low average

molecular weight of the gaseous reaction.products, produces specific

impulses nigher than chemical systems employing any other presently

feasible fuels. The high diffuiivity and chemical reactivity of hydro-

gen and its high cooling capacity simplify problems of injector and

hrust chamber design. However, the element has some less favorable

characteristics such as a very low boiling point and quite low density

which make it necessary to study the payload capabilities of actual

vehicles employing this fuel in order to evaluate, its true worth. TheJI
* . . . ..
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fact that hydrogen upper stages can significantly increase the payload

placed in orbit by existing boosters has been recognized by the National

*Aeronautics and Space Administration in planning its ptce vehicle pro-

will double the payload afforded by conventional pro]ellanits. The Saturn

V, being developed for a 90,000# lunar payload, uses liquid hydrogen in

its upper stages, as do its predecess6rs Saturn i and lB.

This report, based upon a survey of the present day technical

literature, discusses the value of using liquid hydrogen for high energy -

space boosters. The theorectical performance characteristics and param-

eters with liquid oxygen and liquid fluorine oxidizers are presented.

Payload cap. bilities using this fuel are examined. Practical aspects of

the advantages, disadvantages, and associated problems are explored when

using liquid hydrogen fuel in conjunction with its required hardware and

ground haidling equipment. For a more complete appreciation of the sig-

nificance of the specific performance characteristics a discussion of

liquid rocket performance parameters is included.

This techniz- 'l" survey was accomplished and the present thesis was

written in November and December, 1963 at the United States Naval Post-

graduate School, Monterey, ualifornia.

I2
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2. LIQUID ROCKET ROPULSION PARLMETERS
Generali:

Rocket propulsion, a simple example of the reaction principle,

may be defined as a means of locomotion in such a manner that a

reaction is imparted -o a vehicle by the momentum of ejected matter.

The matter ejected is a high speed stream of gaseou!.articlez usually

generated by a chemical reaction between a fuel and oxidizer stored

within the vehicle. In order to obtain the high veloci'ty of the exhaust

gas products they are accelerated through a convergent-divergent nozz'le

to supersonic speeds, thus completing the conversion.of the thermal

energy of a chemical reaction into kinetic energy of the products of

combustion.

Total Thrust: I
The total thrust imparted to a vehicle moving through a homogenous

external fluid is composed of the momentum thrust and the pressure

thrust. The former is the product of the mass flow rate of propellant

and the exhaust gas velocity relative to the vehicle. The latter is

the product of the exit area of the nozzle, or emergent stream, and the

difference in pressure between this stream and the ambient pressure.

F ~ Ve -+ (Pe -Pa) Aeg

The ideal isentropic flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle

allows the full expansion of the exhaust gases to the Ambient pressure.

This condition gives a pressure thrust of zero and thus tihe optimum

total thrust available. Under-expansion, Pe>Pa, indicates the nozzle

exit area is not large enough to allow complete expansion of the working

fluid; over-expansion, pe<Pa, results in a shock condition in the nozzle

divergent section. In either case there is a loss in total energy and

a resultant decrease in available exhuast gas velocity.

Effective .xhuast Gas Velocity:

The effective exhaust gas velocity, Veff, is defined as

Veff = e + (Pe Pa

I3
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It is simply a measure of an effective velocity which generates

the same total thrust obtained from the actual exhuast velocity and

the pressure thrust. Its major importance lies in its. use in defining

more explicit performance parameters, and In evaluading test stand

data when optimum expansion is not possible.

Specific impulse:

Specific impulse is one of the most important parameters in

evaluating rocket performance. Mathematically it is Llefined as

F _ Veff
sp =h

Although much of the time specific impulse is given the dimension

of seconds, it is actually a measure of thrust over propellant flow

rate. More descriptively the proper units of I are lbs (fbrce)/lbs'sp

(mass)/sec. The numerical value of specific izmpilse can sometimes be

misleading when comparing diffcrent types of propellant systems. It

,..s dependent both.upon total rhrust and the mass flow rate of the work-

ing fluid. For example an electrical propulsion system might give a

spedific impulse several times greater than the highest value obtainable

from a chemical system. However, because the mass of the particles

being accelerated is microscopic in nature the resultant thrust is

very small.

The relative importance of specific impulse is as a measure of

the chemical and thermodynamic energy release available from the pro-

pellants themselves. Isp is a Iroperty of the chemical composition

of the propellant and can be theorectically evaluated by thermodynamic

analysis. The following evaluation shows the dependence of the specific

Im=Lulse on the thermodynamic conditions that exist in the combustion *

chamber and during the subsequent expansion process In the nozzle.

Applying Berncullis energy equaticn per unit mass between the

combustion chamber and nozzle exit gives the following.

[h + Vc -[he + Ve = q Wo

.. 2g J 2gJ



The velocity, Vc, within the chamber is validly considered zero.

Therefore, in an. adiabatic process in which all work is accbmplished

4 ;by expansiov the energy equation becomes

2
hI h -h Ve

i 
or

Ve = (2gJia)

it i. For the case of optimum expansion (pressure thrust equals zero).

Ve 2Jbh

Thus the specific impulse may be determined frim the enthalpy

change of the fluid in the system as it passes frvo the combustion

expansion of an ideal gas in the rocket nozzle allows 
specific impulse

to be further evaluated.
h Fcp dt

k R Icp, =  k-I MW .1

therefore

k R 1.
S k-I 4 i - Te)

isentropic conditions k-i

Te = T( )-

k RTC ii
6h = k-i W J 1

1  (Pe/P
L

therefore

Ve = (2gJt~h) "  .

*~ z f W 1i (Pe/Pc)~~1

and Isp g k MW I (pe/Pc)k

i 5
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The above equation shows that there are two important factors

determining propellant performance or specific impulse. The first

is the pressure ratio over which ihe propellant exhaust gases are

expanded after combustion. For given ambient conditibns this pressure

ratio is dependent upon and limited by the physical size of the nozzle.

The second factor is the propellant itself. Neglecting slight variation

6itf specific heat ratio, k, and assuming a fixed setof.hardware, specific
impulse is directly dependent upon chamber temperature 4nd molecular %

weight of the propellant.

T.
good propellant will give products ith a high (T-mw) ratio.

If flame temperature, molecular wieght, and specific heat ratio

could be chosen independently, really fantastic .performance' could-be

obtained. Unfor unately they are all rather intimately related in any

one propellant so that attractive values of one of the!e properties are

usually accompanied by less attractiv4 or even detrimental values of

the others. .

In comparing the relative capabilities of propellant combinations

one other form of specific ti pulse is sometimes referred to when applying

these combindtions to a specific unit of hardware. This additional
parameter is called the volumetric mpulse (P I lbf-Sec )

into account the propellant density. The actual relationship between

specific impulse and the respective propellant density is a complicated

one, particularly for muitistage missiles, and depends upon the specific

missile application It has, however, been shown that a change in specif-

ic impulse is always many times more significant on overall missile

performance than a corresponding change in prbpellant density. Let it

suffice here than to have mentioned this parameter and to'know that it

is little used in direct comparisons of specific propellants.

Characteristic Velocity & Thrust Coefficient:-
i These two parameters, characteristic velocity and thrust coefficient,

are used to analyze respectively the combustion and expansion processes.

6
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The combustion processes determine the ability ot a propellant combina-

tion to generate useful energy whereas the expansion pro'cess determines

the effectiveness of utilizing this energy.

By definition
!' Pc A* g

C* characteristic v~locity

i ., CF  thrust coefficient

F Pc A*

The characteristic velocity, in essence, is a measure of the effec-

tiveness with which the combustion products are generated in a particular

rocket chamber. The thrust coefficient is sometimes looked upon as a 4

nozzle efficiency.

Burnout Velocity:

The function of a rocket booster is to accelerate a payload to a

prescribed velocity at a designated altitude. If' at the time the fuel

is exhausted the payload is travel.ng with the required speed in its

intended direction, the rocket has done its job effectively. Thus the

ultimate criceria of a rocket's performance are its velocity at the timeI
the fuel burns out and the weight of the payload carried for a given

rocket take-off weight.

These quantities are related by the general equation

VB Ve ln MBOj

or

B I Isp g In I

This equation neglects factors such as initial velocity, drag and

losses. This relation is, however, not limited tosingle stage

application. For multi-stage vehicles all upper stages plus the actual

mission payload are considered as the effective payload of the first

stage booster. A second stage will then assume an initial velocity equal

to the burnout velocity of stage one, and the subsequent stages will be.

its effective payload. When rocket vehicles are staged in this manner,

velocities achieved with each stage are additive, thus producing the very

high velocities required for the final mission payload. Thus the basic design

7
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V iof high performance rockets require that for each stage the ratio of

lift-off weight to burnout weight (iILO/MBO) and the exhuast velocity
(or Isp) be as'large as possible. Great strides are being made in the

structural design of present day boosters; ho.aver, a.practical limit

', has been reached in the value of M,/MBo using todays .state of the art
materials. Thus, remembering the depandence of burnout velocity on

specific impulse; it becomes obvious why attention has been focused

. upon increasing the perfcrmance availl6!e from the propellants used.

An important point to note is the improvement in velocity that would

be possible with improved propellant performance.

The approximate total velocity required for some typical space

missions today are shown in Table I. Each figure represents the sum

of each step of the respective mission, i.e. velocity required to

* - escape the earth's pull of gravity plus that required to return from

orbit around the moon.

TABLE I

MISSION VELOCIIY REQUIREMENTS
mi/hr f t/sec

ICBM 15,500 22,700

350 mile satellite 18,000 26,400

Moon satellite . 25,000 36,700
* ~~~~(or escape) _______ I__________

Circumnavigate moon &zeturn 31,500 46,200

Earth to moon, land, take-off' 42,500 62,400

and return 
I 6

Fig. I illustrates the general effect of increasing speoific impulse

upon the velocity increment per stage. The t-hird imporcant parameter,

mass fraction, is the ratio of the wcight of propellant to the total

weight of the vehicle at lift-ofi. It is a'physical result of vehicle

hardware and requirements c design. This graph illustrates the impor-
tance of the chemical performance characteristics of the fuel in attain-

ing a high specific impulse. Assuming a realistic lift-off to payload
! . (MLO/MpL) mass ratio of five and a mass, fraction (A) of .92, results in

a velocity increment (6V) entirely dependent on .the specific impulse..

8
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If this impulse were to vary from 280 to 380 lb-sec/lb, a conservative

expectation of the high energy fuels, the veloeity increment would

increase approximately 307.. "

3. P..RFO-'iOCE CHARACTERISTICS OF" LQUI. HYMROGEN

Geueral:
The importance- of gaining high specific impulse with chemic.al pro-

pellanrs arises principally from the fact that such propellants -equire

tanks, a rocket thrust chamber and auxiliary equipment fo-r operation.

The weight of this equipment constitutes a lost payload, an4 sets an

upper limit on he velocity increment which can be obtained with tte

first or any subsequent.stages of a missile or space rocket. Since the

ratio of this dead weight to propellant weight is approximately constant

for any given propellant system, the velocity increase obtainable for

any stage carrying useful payloads is limited to not much more than the

exhaust velocity from the rocket engine nozzle. As has been shown this

* is simply the specific impulse times the acceleration of gravity.

A body must gain a velocity near 25,0.,3 fps to orbit the earth as

a satellite, and-must go over 36,000 fps to escape the earth's gravita-

tional field. Current exhaust velocities are about 9,000 fps, corres-

ponding to a specific impulse of about 300 lb-sec/lb. This means three

stages are required for satellites and four or more for escape missions

unless payloads are decreased to infintesimal fractions of the total-

initial weight. An increase of specific impulse to a value of 400 lb-se_&i

lb wo-ald mean that satel-lites of two stages would be practical with a

corresponding decrease in the number of stages for more ambitious targets.

When it is realized that the useful payload, includi'ng total weight of

any following stages, is generally ndt over ten per cent df the total

initial lift-off weight, the importance of keeping the number of stages

to a minimum is evident. Herein lies the requirement for.high energy

propellants.

Much research has been carried on in the .past few years cencerning

these high energy propellants. However, few of these fuels and oxidizer

combinaLlons have been used in practical applications primarily because

of the storage, handling, and safety problems involved, In many cases
availability of the propellant itself, or of the structural hardware to

atp10



support such a high energy release zontinues to restrict the use of' 3uch

fuels. It has only been recently that liquid hydrogen with its high

available energy has stepped out of the ranks of the more exotic fuels.

There are still problems in its use, but problems that are I-eing contaired

so as to maIe liquid hydrogen the most promising rocket fuel presently

available.

Perhaps the most immediate application of liquid hydrogen is in

top stages of existing boosters to improve the space payload capability.

For example, when a tbird stage is pla,-ed on an assumed conventional two

stage vehicle the use of hydrogen in the third stage increases the pay-

load delivered to a 300 mile earth orbit by ten per cent over that obtained

with conventional propellants in the third stage. However, when eve i

higher velocity requirements exist such as in a 24 hour orbit, the ,hydro-

gen third stage makes possible twice the payload afforded by conventional

propellants in the same stage. Similarily, improvements in payloqd are

possible if a hydrogen stage is used on top of present single stage vehi-" cles..

I AAlthough the payload of existing boosters can be improved dramati-

dally by using hydrogen upper stages, significant improvements in payload,

or reCuction in size and number of stages, are. also possible by using

hydrogen in all stages of a multistage vehicle including the initial

booster itself. The payload which a six-million pound thrust four stage

vehicle can put into a 24-hour equatorial orbit increases from 25,000 lb,

when all stages are oxygen-hydrocarbor, to 90,000 lb if all stages are

:-gen-hydrogen. Fig. 2 emphasizes the payload gains possible by using

high energy liquid hydrogen fuel in combination with liquid oxygen in

one or more of the total stages.

These payload capabilities result from specific impulses almost
40 per cent higher than those offered by conventional hydrocarbon propel-
lants. These increased payloads are possible in spite of the low density

of hydrogen and the large tank volumes that are necessary for its storage.

Besides being desirable as a rocket propellant, primarily because

of its chemical properties, hydregen possesses the physicat characteris-

tics which make it an ideal working fluid in the nuclear rocket. Here

again hydrogen if a standout ith a specific impulse of well over twice

that of any other expellant. At probable reactor operating temperatures,

114
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the specific impulse of nuclear rockets using hydrogen simply as thd .

working fluid can be expected to double that of the best chemical systems.

Thermodynamic Perfumaace:

The results of the theotical performance caladlations using liquid

hydrogen as a rocket fuel depend primarily upon the combustion chamber,

piressure and the ratio of this pressure to the exhaust pressure that is
used. The data that are preseuted here are all basa1 upon c !culations

I made at a combustion pressure of 1000 psia and exhaust pressures of

14.696 psia (I atz4:;her'), 2.0 psia, and 0.2 psia. The latter exhaust

conditions im-ialate high altitude cperation where large nozzle area ratios

are desirable for optimum thrust. The 1000 psia chamber pressure ts not

particularly descriptive of that required' or even desired with liquid

hydrogen, but it is rapidly becoming a reference pressure for liquia rocket

performance comparisone.

Liquid hydrogen as the fuel in a particular propellant combination:

is theoretically compatible with many oxidizers. However, the two most

important of these oxidizers are conz- :red to be liquid oxygen and liquid

fluorine; the former combination because it has present day application

i nd plays a vital role ifi tomorrow's interplanetary boosters; the latter

combination because it or its chemxcal derivatives offer a significant

increase in performance over the LOX-1M2 system. For this reason the

respective performance parameters discussed in conjunction with hydrogen

tore limited to the above .two oxidizers. For reference purposes, however,

Table II presents a summary of the maximum specific impulse obtainable

from several propellant combinations all employing liquid hydrogen as fuel.

The maximum specific impulse is obtained from a shifting equilibrium

condition of the exhaust gases as they flow*through the nozzle. This

condition releases the maximum energy available from the chemical reaction
of the particular propellants. A frozen equilibrium condition is the

theoretical minimum energy release. No recombiuation of the exhaust gases

occurs in the no~zle; thus, there is no additional energy available. A

more detailed analysis of the chemical energy release from combustion 'is

presented in Appendix A.

Because of their significance, the following performance parameters

are presented in a series of graphs in Fig. 3 thru 8 as a function of the

propellant composition by weight.

13



Table II
Summary of Naximum Shifting Specific Impulse

Pc c:;000 psia
*pe = 14.696 psia

i Wt 7. Shifting Isp, OFuel Oxidizer Oxidizer S tcons Tc, O

H20 F2 85.5 411 3591
IR H2 FZ 89 410 3964

H2  02 78 391 2769
H2 NF3  93 351 3876
11H2 N02C104 83 349 2713

H2 C103F 84 344 2744
"2  N204  84 342 2660

H2 H202 88 322 2404
H2.' CIF3  92 318 3403
112N 4 91 287 2448

Pi pc = 1000 psia
Spe = 2.0 psia

j wt 7. Shifting Isp,

Fuel Oxidizer- Oxidizer Seconds Tc oK

112 OF2  87 458 3756
H2 F2  92 457 4462
H2 02 82 43)  3182
112 NF3  94.5 390 4212
H2 N0CIO 4  86 389 3080
H2 C10 3 - 87 383 3273
H2 N204 86 381 2891

H2  H202 91 359 2740
H2 C1F3  93.5 352 3690
H2 NH4C104  92.5 319 2660

Pc = 1000 psia
pe = 0.2 psia

, Wt 7. Shifting Isp,
2'uel Oxidizer Oxidizer Secon1s Tc K

112 OF2  91 491 4149
H2 F2  94 489 4809
H2 084 470 3374
R12 N C 4  87.5 416 3259
H2 94.5 413 4212H2 90 409 3502
H2 N3 89 408 3254

H22 02 92.5 385 2912
12 CIF3  95 373 3085H2 NH4C1O4  94 340 2883

14
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1. Specific impulse (Frozen & Shlfting)

2. Exhaust gas temperature
, 3. Chambet conditions (temperature, molecular weight,

characteristic exhaust velocity) ,

Examination of these parameters produces complete information

which itermits analysis and compariscn of the thermod'amic performance

V of liquid hydrogen. Referring to Fig. 3 it is seen that liquid hydrogen-

Vi liquid fluorine is an excellent propellant.combiniticu yielding a maximum

theorectical Isp of over 480 lb-sec/lb. It is interesting to- note that

the maximum performance occurs on the fuel rich side of stoichiometric

combustion, indicating the value of hydrogen gas as a working, fluid. In

fact it ias been found that dissociation is relatively slight on the fuel

rich side of the peak performance; 'thus there is only a slight diffeience

in the frozen and shiftinig spicific impulse in this region. However,'as

the system becomes oxidizer rich, the combustion temperature gets higher

and the degree of chamber dissociation increases rapidly. The spread

) between frozen and shifting performance increases accordingly. the prime

V energy source in this system is the formation of HF gas.

Liquid oxygen rates closely behind liquid fluorine as an energetic

oxidizer for liquid hydrogen. Again the maximum performance occurs 'on

the fuel rich side of,stoichiometric combusti6n. The principal source

* of energy in this system is obviously water. Dissociation and the

corresponding spread between shifting and. frozen spacific impulse increase

as the system becomes oxidizer rich." The most signifiant difference

between the H2-02. and the R2 -F2 systems is the lower.,corbustion tempera-

* ture of the former. Although somewhat higher performance may be achieved

by oxidizing hydrogen to hydrogen-fluoride rather than water, a consider-

ably hotter flame must be tolerated.

It is obvious from the comparison of the peak impulse conditions

for shifting equilibrium flow of the two systems that hydrogen-fluorine

not only yields a higher performance, bit it does. so at about one-half

of the hydrogen- weight flow required by the hydrogen-oxygen combi.:.ion.

As a consequence of these factors there result.considerable reductions

in tank volume and hence structural weight. However, it is also evident

that the specific impulse increment between frozen and shifting equilib-

rium conditions for hydrogen-fluorine is disturbingly large. In _act,
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FIGURE 3
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FIGURE 4 "
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FIGURE 5

LIQUID HYDROGENt-LIQUID FLUORliNE PERFORMANCE CURVES
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FIGURE 6

LIQUID HYDROGEN-LIQUID OXYGEN PERFORMANCE CURVES
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FIGURE 7

LIQUID HYDROGEN-LIQUID OXYGEN PERFORMANCE CURVES
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FIGURE 8
LIQUID HYDROGEN-LIQUID OXYGEN -PERFORMANCE CURVESi
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at peak impalse it is about three times as great as for hydrogen-oxygen.

This Ixnrement in specific impulse, which represents the dissociation

energy, becomes larger as chamber pressure is reduced and/or nozzle area

ratio increases (Pc/pe increases), and implies that inless near equilib-

rium performancm can be obtained tho advantages oi hydrogen-fluorine

over hydrogen-oxygen ire lost. i'.rthermore, the peak impulse mixture

rstio -hifts towi.rd te stoichiometric value "as the pressure ratio

"J" /p ) increases (as is the case for upper stage applicati6ns) with
*c e

corresponding increases in combustion gas temperature. This, of course,

pozes a severe regenerative cooling problem since the flow rate of liquid

hydrogen available for cooling is reduced.

Fig. 9 is a graph comparing the maximum specific impulse available

at a pressure ratio of 6 8 .(Pc = 1000 psia, pe = 14.696 psia) of the

liquid hydrogen combinations just previously discussed, and two more

widely used and proved propellants.

(N204) offers a go6d propellant for comparing the relative merits of liquid

hydrogen. This system, or slight modifications thereof,- is presently being

used in operational military ballistic missiles because .of its long term

"torability characteristics. In addition, this propellani: combination

is planned for space propulsion, not only because it is storable indefi-

nitely, buL also because it has a high reliability restart feature..

Polyethylene, with the empiricil formula (CH2)X, was chosen as the

prototype fuel to represent the hydrocarbon family. Having the highestI'C ratio of any of the hydrocarbons, CH2 represents the maximum energy

source from the family. Hydrocarbons in conjunction with liquid oxygen

have a long history as a rocket fuel, and they still play a vital role in

both the military rand space effort. RP-I and LOX are destined to provide

the energy required for the 7 million pound first stage of Saturn V.

Purely from a chemical performance viewpoint.,' it is easy to see the

advantage of liquid hydrogen as a fuel. The total energy release produces

over 1 times the specific impulse than that available f'om either hydrazine

or the hydrocarbons.

When examining Fig. 10, which compares the chamber temperature of

the same four propellants, it is obvious that hydrogen combinations

22
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FIGURE 9

PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE CURVES
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FIGURE 10

PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE' GURVES
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introduce no critical high temperature problems. Whereas the H2-

system prod-aces the highest combustion temperature at the maximum

performance point, the h9 -02 combination produces the lowest. Of

great significance in thig temperature comparison is. the fact that;

liquid hydrogen is one of the best regenerative coolants available

in rocket propellants.

Payloa'd Capability:

In Fig. 11 is presented the payload capability of 65,000 lb. thrust

hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-fluorine engines. This payload capability,
defined as actual payload fraction of the total lift-off weight, is

plotted as a function of the ideal velocity increment required. For

a more complete grasp of the significance of the relative advantages

of liquid hydrogen, similar curves are shown for LOX-RP1 and nuclear

rocket engines.' It is easy to see that the hydrogen engines rank well

above the more conventionally used propellants: Significant increase in

Lae payload fraction is realized in the nuclear engines both manned and

unmanned. Both of these nuclear engines use hydrogen 3s the working

fluid. The principle difference between the two nuclear rocket propul-

sion systems is the amount of shielding required for manned flight. At

the present time the weight requirements are so high for the shielded

engine that the question arises as to whether the nuclear rocket engine

possesses enough of an energy increase over the hydrogen systems to

make it worthwhile for manned flights. The obvious answer, which will

realize the great potential of the nuclear engine and far surpass its

chemical predecessors in payload performance, is to produce a light

weight, oficctive radiation shield. Until that time chemical hydrogen

systeia reprevent the most attractive method of rocket propulsion. The

right-hand scale on Fig. 11 shows the actual increase in payload of the

nuclear systems over t.he "H2-F2 systems.

Besides expressing the payload capability simply as a functior of

a gecieral parameter like velocity inciament, it can be specified for a

particular mission analysis. The results of one such analysis are shown

in Fig. 12 for a trip-from earth orbit to just reaching Mars. "The

analysis assumes that a 9,000 lb. vehicle is put into earth. brbit by the

25
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FIGURE I1
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Atlas-Centaur, a system comprising the Atlas topped' with a hydrogen-

oxygen second stage. If this 9,000 lb. vehicle is powered with any

one of the three propellants shown, the payload plus ruidance plotted

in Fig. 12 can be given a 10,800 miles/hr velocity icrpment, 15% more

energy than the bare minimum needed to reach Mrs.. this velocity incre-

ment permits choices among take-off date,.trip time, and payload as

shown. Hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide system performance is shown, again

as being illustrative of current storable systems, and in this analysis

performs almost identically with the RPl-LOX system. This analysis

incorporates sizes, weights, and engine performance commensurate with

the respective propellants.

The distinct advantage of using high energy propellants based

upon hydrogen is plainly iliustrated. An analysis of even larger

mission requirements, increased payloads projected deeper into space,

would show these advantages over conventional propellants to be even

larger.

* 4. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF LIQUID HYDROGEN

General:

Up to this point the discussion of the relative merit of using
liquid hydrogen as a high'energy propellant has considered only the

theorectical performance of this fuel. Although this performance is

attractively high, as with other rocket propellants there are advantages,

disadvantages, and problem areas associated with the use of hydrogen.

In order co effectively evaluate any propellant system beyond that of

its calculated or laboratory performance, several additional areas

have to be examined. Without operable subsystems, ground handling and

storage compatibility, and a reasonable level of associated safety

involved, even the most energetic of propellants is useless.

What is a problem area for the conventional propellants might very

well be a distinct advantage for liquid hydrogen; however, the inverse

might also be quite true. As a guide to the discussion which follows,

Fig. 13 illustrates liquid rocket engine problem areas. The main prob-

lem areas in liquid rockets are, of course, the required tanks, the

fluid flow 3ystems, and the turbo pump units. Controls are probably not
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more affected by high energy propellant combinations than by any others;

provided the fluid metering can be managed. Ignition and combustion

must be considered Cooling is a problem because of ;he high combustion

temperature that might prevail. These areas plus those of additional

importance which affect the practical application of liquid hydrogen

as the fuel in rocket engines are disucssed.

Tanks and Fluid. Systems:

in considering the use of liquid hydrogen as a high energy space

age fuel special attention must be given to the effect of low propellant

bulk density and low temperature storage requirements on 'the design and

size of the propellant tanks.

The low propellant bulk density associated with propellant combina-

tions-using liquid hydrogen as the fuel is one of the primary disadvan-
i' tages of these systems. The volume of the necessary tanks depends- on the

mixture ratio of fuel and oxidizer at the desired maximum performance,

and on the oxidizer ised. Because of the low specific gravity of liquid
hydrogen, the resultant tankage is comparatively large in all cases.

Fig. 14 is a comparison sketch of three such tankage systems that might

• .be required. Respective tank volumes are shown for liquid hydrogen in,

combination with liquid oxygen and with liquid fluorine. The tankage

shown for the hydrazine-nitrogen tetroxide is an average representa'tion,I. of present conventional propellants. To carry the same total weight
of propellant, the volume of the tanks for the conventional propellants

need to be only 19.47. of that for a comparable LOX-LH2 stage. The tanks

for the fluorine-hydrogen stage need only be about 50% of the total,

volume required for the LOX-LH2 system. It is obvious that .the bulk

* density of the propallants has an important bearing on the weight of

the tanks and therefore influences the payload performance capability j
of any particular system.

Appendix D contains plots of the specific gravity and the density

of liquid hydrogen, and additional propellants of interest, for particular

V,' values of temperature within their. respective rzquired storage range:

At its boiling point (-252.80C) liquid hydrogen has a density of about

4.4A lbs/cu.ft This contrasts markedly with hydrazine and RP-I which

3 0
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have densities of 63.0 and 49.8 lbs/cu. ft. respectively 't a storage

temperature of 15°C.

Although crycgenic liquids (such as-hydrogen) are. among the bet

propellants currently available for both chemical and nuclear rocket.

stages, their low temperature characteristics present special problems

in the design of the tanks and associated fluid systems. During the

course of an interplanetary space mission, heat transfer to these cryo-

genic liquids from the sun, planets, planet atmospheres, and from other

* components of the rocket vehicle is ievitable. This heating causes

* propellant vaporization and consequent loss by 'enting. Unless these

losses are small, the potential advantage of using cryogenic propellants

would be negated. Thus, thermal protection of these low temperature

liquids from an adverse heating enviropment is required,

The tank problem is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 15. Here

are shown the various sources and sinks for heat flow to and from

the propellants in a space vehicle. Excluding for the moment the aero-

dynamic heating which is encountered during the boost phase of flight

through the atmosphere, the heat sources can be generally classified

into those resulting from internal or external conditions.

The onboard sources of heat flux are the adjacent'components

of the vehicle (i.e., any part of the vehicle to.which the propellant

will be exposed), and nuclear radiation (assuming a reactor is on board

for either propulsion or auxiliary purposts). Heating of cryogenic

hydrogen due to adjacent components is caused by thermal radiation and

by conduction through propellant lines and structural members. The rate

of heating by radiation is approximately proportional to the difference

between the fourth powers of the absolute temperature of the adjacent

component and the propellant. This canibecome relatively large if liquid

hydrogen at 30° - 40° R or liquid oxygen at 140* R is near a relatively

high temperature (room temperature or warmer) component.', The rate of heat

transfer per unit area by conduction is directly proportional to the

product of the temperature difference between adjacent components and

the thermal conductivity of the conductor, and inversey proportional

to the length of the heat path. Heat transfered by coxiduction is there-

fore a function of the design features and detailed structural configura-::

tion of each specific vehicle. The structural member's that separate And'
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and support propellant tanks must be so designed as to ensure low rates

bf heat conduction. This may be done by using low-conductivity laminated

stainless-steel supports; radiation is then the main nternal heat trans-

for mechanism.

The external sources of heat are the sun and ihe planets. Heat is

transferred between these sources and the cryogenic storage system by'

thermal radiation. The largest external heat flux encountered by a.-

vehicle within our solar system is that which originates from the sun.

Because of the great distances from the sun, itils generally assumed

that the solar himt flux at the planets consists of parallel waves of

electromagnetic radiation. Thus, for a unit area that .is petpendicular

to a radius vector from the sun, this flux outside the atmosphere of a

planet is inversely proportional to the square-of the distance from te

sun and is given -y

S• r . 12 T s 4

=0 -

A r 144

For the earth the solar heat flux is about 430 btu/hr/sqft. It

is obvious then that a hydrogen powered space vehicle's orientation

with respect to the sun is critical.

The heat flux that a vehicle receives from a planet results partly

from planetary radiation and partlyfrom reflected solar radiation.

This heat flux for a body perpendicular to a planct's radii is given by

QH i 4 +s 2 4 s a=~~ ~~~~r *2aeT+ sFT
A. P +a S) T Pa~

The factor "a ", the albedo of the planet, represents the fraction ofP

the incoming solar radiation that is returned to space by scatter and

reflections from the planet and its associated"atmosphere. The coeffi-

cient "z" accounts for- the relative position of the body with respect

to the planet (z is unity at "noon" and zero at "midnight"). A horizon-

tal surface 100 statute miles above the sunlit earth at noon would receive

a planetary heat flux of approxinately 234 btu/hr/sqft.1 Although this

heat flux is relatively large, it never exceeds that, from solar radia-

tion. The galactic heat flux is extr.emely sm&ll, and wheq compared to
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the heat leaks realistically expected in the storage of liquid hydr-ogen,

it becomes insignificant. This flux has a value of approximately

," 1.8 x 10-5 btu/hr/sqft. ,

j. The sketch'in Fig. 16 is that of a t'pical heat" balance for the

tanks of an r~a-I:h orbiting vehicle. Such a heat baance assumes that

an equilibrium skin temperature has been established, and is obviously

dependent upo, the size. shape, temperature, orientation, and kind of

material (absorptivity and emissivity factors) employed in the vehicle.

It does illustrate, however, that a continuous influx of heat can be

expected to exist in orbital storage. This heat is absorbed by the

vaporation of hydrogen and probably of its cryogenic oxidizer. This

-jorization rate can be expected to reduce i-pidly with increased

distance from the earth. More detailed investiation show that long

term storage of liquid hydrogen in space is feasible and does not present

undue difficulties.

Cooling Characteristics:

Iif! High energy propellant combinations generally create cooling problems-

U because of the associated higher than normal combustion temperatures.

These problems are substantially reduced if one of the propellants, the

fuel or oxidizer or both, can be used to regeneratively cool the nozzle,

combustion chamber, and injector. The remarkable heat capacity of

*1 hydrogen makes regenerative cooling an attractive and practical possibil-

ity. Fig. 17 compares the cooling capacities of several propellants on'

the assumption that the mIxture ratio corresponds to maxiwum specific

impulse and that the coolant will be, used over reasonabie lower and

r upper limito of temperature. For the oxidizers shown on the figure, the

lower shaded portion of the bar is for conditions when no boiling occurs,

II whereas the upper portion of the bar is f.tr cooling witb boiling. The

large specific heat and the wide operatxng temperature range for hydrogen

give it a euperiority in spite of the generally low fuel to 6xidizer ratio

of vdro-gen propellants.

One method of comparing the cooling capability of various propellant

U combinations is through a parameter defined as the ratio of the cooling

requirement of an engine to the cooling available from the propellant being
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used. Theoreticaly, if the value of this parameter exceeds unity the
ingin.e cannot be regeneratively ccoled. Fig. 18 shows this cooling capa-

bility as a function of engine thrust for several propellant combirations.

The superiority of hydroSen fot regenerative cooling .is evident. Although

a H2-F 2 system (with 8% H2 by-weibt, for maximum sppciiic impulse) requirer
considerable more cooling than the RP-l-LOX system, It has a cooling capa-1 bility almost equal to that of the RP-l-LOX combination. By increasing_

the weight flow of the hydrogen in a H-F 2 combination from 8 to 15 %

the cooling capabilities of the system are greatly increased.

A mathematical analysis in Appendix B demonstrates that hydrogen

has high film heat transfer coefficients. Even though the velocity of

the hydrogen in the cooling passages, is some 20 times higher than that

of conventional RP-l-LOX propqllants, these high heat transfer coeffi-'

' cients are not associated with excessive pressure drops.

Pumps:

Low weight and high thrust in chemical propelled rocket engines

is possible.if the propellants have low pressures in the tankcs associated

with high pressures in the combustion chamber. Thin-walled; light weight

tanks can then be designed. The component -Which satisfies these t o

extremes of p'ressure is the turbopump unit. The.primary requirement of such

a unit is that it produce a high pressure rise with good efficiency and

reliability, yet be of light weight-construction. Its function is to

take the low pressure propellant from the storage tank and deliver it at

a high pressure to the combustion chamber while additionally maintaining

the pressure needs of metering and control, regenerative cooling, injec-

lion and atomization, and fluid line losses. The weight of the turbopumps

and associated accessories "can be as much as one-half of the entire rocket

engine weight; in any case a pound of pump reduces the payload by one pound.

Weight of the turbopump varies inversely with the rotaional -peed (i.e., as

speed increases the required diameter of pump and d*±veturbine decreases).

Therefore, increasing rotational speed will lower'both pump and drive tur-

bine weights.

The pressure rise is usually described in terms' of4 the head of fluid

d4iivered. This head at pump exit is equivalent to the work input which
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depends on theperipheral speed of the rotor, the'change in tangential

velocity component of-the fluid, and the pump.efficiency.

MEa DETAVERED 'Au, LHis wark in

2 v 2 I(t) for V 0• is-=  9 •

12 JVu2 Vhzi 9 U2 11-~ (ft)

H Y (ft) Where Y (press coef) V,2T

"IV is simply the total head in feet that avy specified pump will

produce. The pressure.increase delivered is dependent upon the density

of the particular fluid being pumped.'

AP Hp ,(I)

A limitation to increasing this head by increasing the peripheral

speed of the rotor of a pump occurs because of cavitat.ion, As speed

increases, deterioration of pump performance generally takes place

because of cavitation before mechanical or stress limitations of the

rotor are reached. Cavitation can be deacribed as a floe condition

within the pump at which the local pressure reaches or drops below the

vapor pressure of the fluid, causing vapor bubbles (boiling) to be

formed. As the vapor bubbles reach regions of higher pressure, they

collapse and cause structural damage in the form of erosion, as well

as the deterioration of pump performance. A conventional parameter

indicating the tendency of geometrically simildr pumps to cavitate is

. suction specific speed.

By definition

NQI
S (2)

Hsv
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Specific speed depends upon the difference between the pump inlet

pressure and the.vapor pressure of the fluid (net positive suction

head, Hs ), as well as the rotational speed and the 'lume fluid flow

rate. Rocket pumps passing conve-tional propellants'can operate at

suction specific speeds approaching 30,000; howaVer' .hydrogen pumps,

because of the unique physical properties of the. fluid merit additional

discussion.

It appears, after 4xamining equation (1);-that because the density

of liquid hydrogen is approximately one-sixteentf "that of either liquid

oxygen or liquid fluorine, the hydrogen pump will have to produce six"

.teen times as much head. To do so ifequires either hig1jer rotational

speed, more stages, or a larger diameter (for higher.-peripheral velocity); -,

the latter two result in more-pump weigbt. If'the. rotational speed is

limited-by cavitation of the fluid, an increase in pressure rise will "

always be associated :i an increase in weight. The added pump weight

to produce the required head will vary with suction specific speed

approximately as shown in Fig. 19. Pump suction pressure is inlet pressure

minus fluid vapor pressure.

Expansion of equation (2) by the relationships

APsvw i
Hsv -- and

P
sv

It now appears that the low density of liquid hydrogen will permit

some increase inrotational speed and thus in phripheral rotor speed

at a given value of suction specific speed and propellant weight flow.

It is also possible that the net positive suction pressure be increased

by enlarging the inlet area at a given Ilow rate, thus, allowing a
higher RPM at a given S. More important is that liquid hydrogen possesses

certain unique properties such as low liquid density, low viscosity, and

low boiling temperature which contribute. directly to a lessened tendency

I -of this fluid to cavitate. These properties of liquid hydrogen permit

operation with little or no increased loss in head bbcause of flow
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deterioration at suction specific speeds much higher than those at .which

conventional fluids show large losses. -In addition Liquid hydrogen does

not cap-itate with the violent actibn which is observed -in normal fluids.

its tendetcy to "foam" rather than "boil" lessen its erosive effect and -

ultimate damage to pump blades. Thua liquid hydrogen pumps are capable

if operating at higher specific speeds than pumps f6r other liquids.*

.As a consequence, pumps for liquid hydrogen will run at high speeds,

usually with stress instead of cavitation limitations. It seems therefore

that a hydrogen pump would be larger.and heavie; than an oxygen or fluorine'

pump on the baois of propellant weight flow, bu t not' sixteen times as heavy.

Fortunatelyj however, the improved specific impulse and the low percentage

of fuel in hydrogen provellant combinations reduce the quantity of'hydrogen

to be pumped for a given rocket thrust. As a result hydrogen pumps are

of about the same size and weight as those used with the more conventionil
propellants.,", :Appendix C gives some typical data for comparison on proposed liquid

hydrogeu and liquid oxygen rocket turbopumps for 'a 1.2 million pour.J

thrust rocket.

ignition and Combustion:

The start-up of a rocket engine is an extremely'sensitive problem.

Very large propellant flow rates can rapidly accumulate unburned explosive.

mixtures in the combustion chamber. "With improper ignition these mixtures

can immediately overpressure the chamber, ultimately resulting in struc-

tural failure. In a high thrust rocket engine at full flow sufficient

propellant can accumulate in a few tenths of a millisecond, and with late

or improper ignition, will completely destroy the rocket vehicle.

Hydrogen is hypergolic (spontaneous ignition) with liquid fluorine

and most of fluorine's chemical derivatives used as oxidizers. This

relieves the problem of providing some additional system for propellant

ignition. Under specific conditions of temperature and pressure hydrogen

and liquid oxygen are also hypergolic, but not very reliably under all

operating conditions. Thus, for a LH2-LOX system the problem exists of

providing a reliable, efficient ignition system which is capable of'

rapidly spreading the flame across the propellants as they enter the

chamber.
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External pyrotechnics can be used for large booster engines,

but this method lacks the re-ignition characteristics that might be

required for uppet stages. Various tbrches, that is igniter or

spark plugs, can be phydically mounted on the injectop head and operated

several times pt command. Another possible ignition' source is the'

injection of a chemical that ignites spontaneously (hypergolic) with

either the hydrogen or the oxygen. In addition to furnishing a lArge",

amount of ignition energy, the reaction could providd a continuous

source of energy durim the starting transient and provide restart

capability. An ignitor, chemically hypergolic with hydrogen rather

than oxygen, is more saitable for this propellant combination because

the desired starting sequence requires that the hydrogen enters the

combustion chamber before the oxygen to assure regenerative cooling

in the thrust chamber at the start of combustion.

Fig. 20 illustrates the transient conditions during thb ingition

of a liquid hydrogen-liquid oxygen engine by irjecting fluorine into

.d chamber ahead of the oxygen. In this case the fluorine may be

either liquid or gaseous; however, the gaseous fluorine is somewhat

easier to handle'in small quantities. This figure shows a trace of

the chamber and feed pressures as they vary with z ie. Hydrogen flow

is started at zero time and is brought up to full flow to insure a cooled

chamber. Approximately. 1.5 sec. later'fluorine is admitted, followed

byoxygen which lsbrought up to full flow. Because the fluorine flow

rate is only about 1% that of the oxygen, no noticeable rise in chamber

pressure takes place until the oxygen flow is fully established. Once

the chamber pressure rises to full value the fluorine flow is stopped.

The ease with which hydrogen can vaporize,.in fact hydrogen will

probably be a vapor when it enters the combustion chamber, as do

oxygen and fluorine, is one of the reasons khy higher combustion efficien-

cies can be achieved with. these propellant combinations'than with most

others. Fig. 21 shows experimental data for a 200 lb thrust rocket"

engine using several fuels with liquid oxygen and liquid fluorine.

Hydrogen produced the highest combustion efficiency at any chamber

length with either oxigizer. The behavior of hydrazine with oxygen

was shown by other tests to be unusual and possibly attributible to

thermal decomposition.
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Material Compatibility:

At the low temperatures of liquid hydrogen there are effectively

no corrosion problems. Low temperature embrittlement of metals is

a difficulty, but materials such as stainless steel, monel nickel,

etc. are available presently for use. There are, hoyever, several

'anticipated problems w*en using hydrogen in combination with liquid

fluorine. There are no known miterials that can withstand the corroqive

action of fluorine. Even teflon, when used as- a seal, will disintegrate

under a steady stream of liquid fluorine. Table III lists materials

compatible with liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen -respectively for

various systems, i.e. tanks, valves etc.

Handling and Safety:.

The use of liquid hydrogen as a low temperature fluid and as a

high energy fuel introduces several hazards not ordinarily associated

with other cryogenic fluids. These hazards are attributable to the

many unique properties of this material, either as a gas or liquid. " -

The chief hazards associated with the use of hydrogen in uncon-

fined (vented) spaces are (1), those attributed to the formation of S I
shock sensitive .(liquid hydrogen-solid oxygen ox air) mixtures and

a'), fire.' In the absence -of an oxidizer, liquid hydrogen is quite

stable; therefore, the first-mentioned hazard can be eliminated by

excluding oxygen from-all systems with which liquid hydrogen comes in

contact. The most obvious solution is to flush such systems with an

inert gas,such as nitrogen or helium. Since trace quantities of oxygen

are difficult to remove from the hydrogen gas to be liquified, solid

oxygen deposits may be built up over a period of time in storage containers

from which liquid hydrogen is withdrawn. Periodical purging and cleaning

of these containers might well be necessary. Becpus'e liquid hydrogen

cannot be stored in a sealed container, the second hazard (fire) can only

be minimized by the judicious placement of vent stacks, combustibles,

equipment, and buildings. There is a wide range of mixture compositions

over which' flammable 1 ydrogen-air mixtures can be formed. Associated

with these wixtures are very high burning velocities; therefore, flme

stacks should not be used to dispose'of the excess hydrogen. Quantity-

distance tables are available which recommend 'the safe minimum distance
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TABLE II I

MATERIe. COMPATIBILITY WITH LIQUID 0GEN
AND LIQUID HYDROGEN ,

TAKS LINES VALVES 0I I • O-RINGS = GASKETS

02__ °H2_ 21H2 021 H202 H 2 H

.ustenitic x x X !xx x x x x
Stainless Steel I

Aluminvm Alloys X I ix i x xl x x x

Carbon Steel Low Temperature Embrittlement"

High Strength Marginal Low Temperature Ductility~~Alloy Stee

Fibexglasv x x
__ (Flament Wound)

Polyethylene Embrittlement at LO Temperature

Teflon %,.:L icel Design)

-

Syntehtic11
Rubber I ! IToo L*:'ittle

Asbestos ' ' l
(on-Lub
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for inhabited'buildings and additional storage tanks based upon the

quantity of liquid hydrogen stored in any one container. These

minimum distances for buildings range from 100 to 350 ft. for quantities

of.200 to 10,000 lbs.: respectively, anid from 50 to*300 ft. between stoesge.

tanks for qua~qtities pf from 2,000 to 100,000 lbs. . " "

Transportation ok liquid hydrogen may be affected by highway

semi-trailer or air-transport of such a trailer or portable devar. "

Both methods have been pxoved safe providing ihe proper precautions

are taken.

For the safe and effidient handling of li4uid hydrogen both che

cryogenic and chemical properties .mr'st be considered, aind the associated

problems must be met prudsntly. If .this is done, the u~e of liquid

hydrogen can be realized to its full.potntial as a rocket fuel.

Table IV summarizes the storage and handling safety precautions.

* Cost and'Availability:

The use of liquid hydrogen as a rocket fuel is'predicated by its

aw.Iability and cost. Liquid hydrogen is not inexpendive when compared

to RP-l, common kerosene, but neiiher is it expens.tve when priced against

some of the conventional storable propellants such as hydrazine (N2H4).

Table V lists several rocket propellants and compares their present

availability and cost against that projected in th, near future.

Note that with the increased use and production of liquid hydrogen the

.costs are expected to decrease markedly.

47''
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TABLE IV

STORAGE & HANDLING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

OF LIQUID HYDROGEN

STORING:

(1) On the whole, liquid hydrogen may be regarded as hazardous

as a highly volatile gasoline. 'he primary precaution is the preven-

tion of air leakage into containers of liquid hydrogen. The air

would freeze,;providing a combustible combination if a flame or spa'rk

were present. A possible source of such a spark is the breaking of a

crytal c. solid air or oxygen.

(2) Proper precautions should be taken to provide for adequate

venting of 'the hydrogen vapor which prevents tank pressure build-up.

(3) The three steps which provide adequate protection against

explosion are:

(a) Careful pressure and leak testing of alllines and equipment.

(b) Adequate ventilation to exhaust vent gas.

(c) Elimination of the likelihood of a flame or spark occuring

in the hydrogen area.

(4) Safety requires a combustible alarm system to analyze gas bamples

from critical locations of a ground storage facility.

(5) To minimiae spark or flame occurance, the following measures

4re required:

(a) All electrical wires and machinery shall be explosion-proof.

(b) 411 tools shall be spark-resistant beryllium-copper.

(c) All belt driven machinery shall be equipped with spark-

resistant belts.

TRANSPOWTING;

(1) Highway semi-trailer 1,500 to 6,000 gal.

(9) Air r4nsport of trailer or portable dewar.

rgnsar of liq~uid hy4rogen must be accomplished by insulated lines to

prgvep9 eees@qtve los. Evaporated hydrogen is used to produce the

, uired pressure head. The most critical item -.s attaining leak-tight

pqp@nqncrg for safe, efficient transfer.
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5. CONCLUSION'

Although the work done in connection with the present thesis had to

be confined primarily to a survey of the literature, .Its undertaking
was considered a valuable endeavor.

In surveying the snoject literature and compiling the appropriate

information much was learned of the capabilities, problems, and

condition of the present state of the art of liquid hydrogen rocket

-I boosters. In addition much knowledge was gained in a more general

manner during sub-investigations which were required in order to fully

understand some of Zhe available reference material. The short time

available for its completion minimized the dep.th and detail to which

iis thesis could be taken.

It is concluded that liquid hydrogen offers the most attractive

prcpellant ful6presently available for sppce booster systems. Although

several problems not previously encountered with other propellants presdnt

themselves in these systems, no new "breakthroughs" are required and no

problems appear unsolvable. Increased flight testings of hydrogen fuel

in actual booster systems will ultimately lead to the realization of the

full potential of this high energy propellant. The faith of the Ndtional

Aeronautics and Space Administration in liquid hydrogen usled as the major

propeilant component of its Saturn V lunar oayload booster is shared,

and the justification of this faitlh is hopefully anticipated.
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APPENDIX A

Chemical Energy Release from Combustion

Rockets utilize the heat libhrated. (haat of reaction) in the

combustion of chemical propellants as a sodrce of energy. The quantity

-of energy available from a given propellant combintrion is determinedj

by the chemical nature of the oxidizer and fuel molecules as well as by

the nature of the reaction gas products. The propdllant~molecules should

be as weakly valence bonded as is comp4tible with stability and good

physical properties. Coppounds whose formation- is characterized by an

absorption of energy will generally liberate this additional energy on

combustion, thus providing increased performance.

Definitions:

Heat of Reaction f )- the change in enthalpy which occurs when

products are formed from reactants at standard conditions, namely at

a constant reference temperature and pressure.

] Heat of Formatiocn (LbHf) - the change in enthdlpy which results when
a r.ompound is forned at standard conditions from its elements isothermally

at constant pressure.

Table A-I lists heats of formations at given reference temperatures.

Sproducts L ]rectft

The above equation describes the chemical energy release for a

typical rocket combustion process. Not included ard the energy require-

ments to heat the reactants from their initial temperature to the refer-

ence temperature at which _HR is calculatpd, and from that temperature

to the combustion flame temperature. The desired results of such a process

are that AHR have a large negative (exothermic)- value, The heat of forma-

I! tion of the products is a large negative number while tha of the reactants

generally has a positive or small negative value. It is obvious that the
latter condition of the reactants increases the available energy release.

A-1I ii



TABLE A-1

HEATS OF FOPLATION

f Compound* f Temperature- F f 6 f - BTU/lb-mole

C 77 +309,060
CO 77 -47,550

CO2  77 ' -169,300

H 32 +92,910

H20 77 -104,000

N 32 +153,200

NH3  77 -19,870

N2, 4 (liquid) 77 .+21,690

NO 32 +38,660

NO2  77 +14,560

0 32 +105,400

OH 32 +18,000

N2 , H2 , 02, Cl2, He 77 0
HNO3 (liquid, 100% concentration) 77 -74,530

C2H5OH .(100% concentration) 77 -101,232

C8H18  77 -96,430

H202 (liquid, 90% concentration) 77 -81,020

CH2  77 +134,900 '

*gas unless otherwise denoted

A-2
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The following calculations show the high comparative heat content'

available from hydrogen. These reactions do not take account of the

dissociation of the combustions products. Since this dissociation is

a function of the pressure and combustion flame temperature they are

omitted for.simpification. This infroduces no error when using the

results on a comparative basis only.

Combustion of hydrogen:

H2 + 02 --- >H2 0 (Stoichiometric)
.0

'6R = f + I + f 021

R +1104,000 BTU/moleH20).- 0 (for 1 mole H2 burned)

AHIR  =-52,000 BTU/lb 112 Burned

Combustion of energetic hydrocarbon:

GIR2 + 3/2 02 ---->C02 + H7 0 (Stcichiometric)

i0

hHR =V +C-6 HfR2o] 6 [L fEf + 3/2LA H"0
1fc6 Hf/H fo 2

[-169,300 BTU x 1 mole CO2 .-104,000 BTU x 1 mole H201

mole CO2  mole H20

- 'l49o BTU x 1 mole CR2  o 0
mole CH2

MR -408,200 BTU/mole CH2 Burned

M R = -29,200 BTU/lb CH2 Burned
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In actuallity, because of high temperatures, dissdciation of the

gaseous exhaust products does occur until an equilibrium condition is

reached at the flame temperatu-ke and.chamber pressure. If this

equilibrium is maintained whille these exhaust gases are expanded through

the nozzle a dondition exists which is usually called frczen equilibrium.

The I calculated for these conditions is termed the fro.zen specificsp
impulse. If, however, because of changing temperatures and pressures

as flow passes through the nozzle, the equilibrium shifts, additional

energy is liberated as shown below. The I calculated for thesesp

conditions is called the shifting or theoretical specific impulse.

Possible exhuast.gas products from hydrogen-oxygen reaci;ion at

some equilibrium condition are given by the following decomposition:

a H2 + b 02 -- c H20 + d H2 + e 02 +f H+ g 0

As pressure and temperature decrease during flow through the

nozzle:

H - % H exothermic
H20

0 02 exothermic

H2 + - 02--H0 exothermic

If complete re-association takes place, the maximum energy potential

is released which leads to calculation of the maximum theorezical impulse

obtainable. In reality neither frozen nor maximdm theoretical equilibrium

conditions exist in the flow through a nozzle. The speed at which the

exhaust gases travel, and thus time, is the deciding factor that determin~s

the amount of additional energy release in the nozzle. For complete

re-combination theoretically an infinitely long nozzle ,ould be required.

Therefore, it is obvious that the maximum performance available from any

chemical rocket lies between its frozen and theoretical equilibrium values

of specific impulse.

A-4
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APPENDIX B

Film Heat Transfer Coefficient

I I,

FIg. B-I assumes a fluid flowing through a tube, upon the wall

of which a shear stress, T, exists. A random particle, pf elemental

mass and velocity, V, and temperature, T, within the fluid comes to

rest within the boundary layer.

dmV - = dF dt
or

im dF . T__A where dA id the circumferential area
dt V Y of the pipe

The shearing force,T dA, produces a pressure drop dp, thus

r dA . d2 dp = Tn d dl.

and d d_

-4 dl (1)

The pressurs drop per unit length of a fluid flowing in a tube with

friction is given in reference (1) as

dl d2 (2)

where f Ls the friction factor for a smooth pipe which, for a turbulent

flow is a function of i/R m.

Heat absorbed by the" coolant inFig. B-1 is

dt = 4d cp (T w -Tg)

dt dt P ~ g

= dA h (Tw  Tg) where h is the film heat transfer
coefficient in BTU/sec-in2-OF

B-1
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then

• h V 0.hC

Io

From equations () and (2)

T PV 2 f

f setherefore
'= h _p V2 i _

h V 

Equations (2) and (3) are general expressions for the pressure

drop per unit length, and film heat transfer coefficient, respectively.

Th ey-are dependent upon the density, velocity, and friction factor

' for specific fluids. In addition, the hneat transfer coefficient is

directly proportional to the specific heat. The friction factor in

turn is a function of the- Reynolds number, thus depends upon fluid

velocity, denisty, and viscosity.

Assuming the same mass flow rate per unit area, PV, the ratio

of the Reynolds number of liquid hydrogen to that of any other coolant'

fluid simply becomes the inverse ratio of the respective viscosities.

Rl -IH21 (P v/P) IH2 1 L - lothel

Re - othei (pvhL)I (H

From- the graph in Fi;: B-2 of Reynolds number versus friction

factor, assuming an R of 106 for hydrogen, the ratio of the friction
factor for three fluids were calculated and tabulated in Table B-I.
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'.COMPARISON OF HYDROGtN AS A COOLANT

Colant C .1j CE/C~j hj

1 1H %2/ .1

H2 15, 1

.19clO' .57 6.6 3.8
024 .7Lx0 2  .44 3.2 f 1.4

Because of its small friction factor and the very low denisty

it is possible to resort to higher velocities in the cooling channel

for hyd.rogen, than for other coolants, without an increase in pressure

I losses.

The film heat transfer coefficient of hydrogen, 'from equation 13),

is also tabulated in Table B-I. Table B-I uses equal mass flow ratbs

as a basis foi the comparison of the properties of different coolants.

I Thus the relative merits of liquid hydrogen are easily recognized.

I The comparisons of film heat transfer coefficients are very general,

and it must be remembered that they depend to a large extent upon the

actual mass flow rate of the propellant.
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APPENDIX C
Liquid Hydrogen Turbo-pump Performance

Table C7i presents some important performance.parameters of

liquid hydrog.gn a~d liquid oxygen turbo-pumps for 4 1.2 mi-llion pound

thrust engine. The comparison of these figures sh~ws the requirements

and capabilities involved ift pumping liquid-hydrogen and liquid oxygen.

TABLE C-I

TURBO-PUMP SPECIFICATIONS

-H 2  02

TEMP F -421 -294

DENSITY lb/ft3  4.4 71

SHANT SPEED rpm 13,800 3380
TOTAL PUMP DISCHARGE PRESS. psia 1535 1355

TOTAL INLET PRESS. psia 29 37

TOTAL HEAD RISE ft 49;200 2670 1

WEIGHT FLO4 lb/sec 550 2650

VOLUM FLOW gpm 56,J00 16,700

EFFICIENCY 7. 72 67

SHAFT HP H.P. 68,330 19,150

NET POSITIVE SUCTION HEAD ft 265 40.5

SUCTION SPECIFIC. SPEED jpm. 50,000 27,300

Fig. C-i and C-2 show that the reduction in' head with increasing

suction specific speed is less in a liquid hydrogen pump than in a

,l1quid oxygen pump. Hence, a liquid hydrogen pump can operate at

higher peripheral speeds than a liquid oxygen pump. These figures indi-

cate clearly that a liquid hydrogen pump is less susceptible to cavita-

tion than a liquid oxygen pump.
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FIGURE C-;
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